Dipole-on-dielectric model for infrared lithographic spiral antennas
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We present a dipole-on-dielectric model for lithographic antennas used for bolometer coupling in the infrared. The predicted antenna patterns show good agreement with measurements of Au-on-Si spiral antennas at 9.5-μm wavelength. Angle- and polarization-resolved measurements are proposed, which will further probe the behavior of these antenna structures and facilitate refinement of the analytical models.
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Planar lithographic antennas are widely used in the far-infrared and millimeter-wave portions of the spectrum. Possible antenna configurations include dipole, bow-tie, log-periodic, and spiral. These antennas are typically illuminated through their dielectric substrates because the radiation pattern is stronger in the dielectric than in air. Hemispherical lenses are often placed directly in contact with the substrate to prevent angular changes in the radiation pattern that would be caused by refraction at a planar interface.

Recently, a 65° Au-on-Si spiral antenna was demonstrated to facilitate coupling of 9.5-μm radiation to a subwavelength-sized uncooled bolometer. Measurements of antenna power patterns were made in two orthogonal planes with an f/1.7 illumination cone. The results were similar to the pattern of a 65° spiral antenna in free space. This was unexpected, because a dielectric substrate significantly modifies the antenna patterns of both dipole and slot antennas compared with the patterns of free-space radiation. A complete theoretical analysis of a spiral antenna on a dielectric substrate has not, to our knowledge, been performed. Our approach, a dipole antenna on a dielectric half-space, is a first step toward quantitative modeling of these structures. Our calculated antenna patterns, when convolved with an f/1.7 cone, agree well with the experimental data of Ref. 4.

Radiation incident upon a lithographic spiral induces propagating current waves on the antenna arms. The current waves on opposite arms will have identical directions and phases at a locus of points defined by a circle with a circumference equal to the illumination wavelength:

\[ r = \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} \]  

(1)

The constructive interference of radiation from these closely spaced phasor current sources (each of which can be individually considered a Hertzian dipole) will behave to first order, in the broadside direction, as a single dipole with an orientation parallel to the in-phase currents. Given the convolution involved in the measurements of Ref. 4, we believe that a single-dipole model will suffice until measurements are made with a collimated beam, which will allow a more detailed angular examination of the radiation patterns and subsequent refinement of the antenna model.

A spiral antenna of the type tested in Ref. 4 is shown in Fig. 1, along with a schematic of the test setup. A 0.8-μm by 2-μm Nb bolometer was fabricated on the Si substrate. Over that, a lithographically patterned Au layer comprised the antenna. The substrate was placed in contact with a Si hemispherical lens, so that radiation reached the antenna through the substrate. The bolometer resistance was monitored by a dc electrical connection to the outer portion of the antenna arms. The antenna–lens assembly was mounted in a rotation stage with a horizontal scan plane. The long axis of the bolometer was aligned either parallel or perpendicular to the electric field of a linearly polarized CO₂ laser, which was focused onto the antenna with an f/1.7 lens. This relatively fast f/# was used to produce...
a smaller illumination spot size and an increased power density. However, the fast \( f/\# \) results in a convolution of the true antenna pattern with an angular window of approximately 30°, considerably reducing the angular resolution of the measurement.

A dipole antenna at a dielectric interface\(^9\) has the following power radiation (and, by reciprocity, the same for reception) patterns \( P \) (in watts per steradian) in the two orthogonal directions inside the dielectric:

\[
P(\theta_d) = \left( \frac{\omega \mu_0 I_h}{4\pi r} \right)^2 \frac{\varepsilon_0}{\mu_0} n \left| \frac{n \cos[\sin^{-1}(n \sin \theta_d)] \cos \theta_d}{n \cos[\sin^{-1}(n \sin \theta_d)] + \cos \theta_d} \right|^2,
\]

\[
P(\varphi_d) = \left( \frac{\omega \mu_0 I_h}{4\pi r} \right)^2 \frac{\varepsilon_0}{\mu_0} n \left| \frac{n \cos \varphi_d}{\cos[\sin^{-1}(n \sin \varphi_d)] + n \cos \varphi_d} \right|^2,
\]

where \( \omega \) is the radian optical frequency, \( I \) is strength of the phasor current, \( h \) is the length of the current element, \( r \) is the distance from the dipole, and \( n \) is the refractive index of the dielectric, which we take as 3.4 for Si. As shown in Fig. 2, the dipole pattern is separable in \( \theta_d \) and \( \varphi_d \) such that the radiation intensity at intermediate angles is the product of Eqs. (2) and (3).

Interpretation of the measured data from Ref. 4 must include the fact that the scans were along neither \( \theta_d \) nor \( \varphi_d \). The angular orientation of the equivalent dipole was a function of \( \lambda \) by Eq. (1), and thus the dipole was not necessarily aligned with the bolometer’s long axis. We can estimate the angle \( \alpha \) between the dipole and the bolometer’s long axis. Using finite-element analysis of spiral antennas, we have found that the current sheet is not uniformly distributed across the metal arm but tends to be concentrated near the innermost surface of the arm, at a radius satisfying Eq. (1). We have not calculated the angular distribution of the surface currents in detail, but the largest currents are approximately tangent to the circle for which \( r = \lambda/2\pi \). Using the equations presented in Ref. 8 for the situation in Ref. 4, that of a spiral with a 65° wrap angle and a 90° arm width, we calculate the angle \( \beta \) for which the radius of the inside curve of the spiral will equal \((9.5/2\pi) \mu \text{m as}

\[
\exp(\beta/\tan 65°) = \frac{9.5}{2\pi},
\]

yielding \( \beta \approx 0.89 \text{ rad (51°)} \). Given that the surface currents, which are parallel to the equivalent dipole direction, are tangent to this circle we set \( \alpha = 90° - \beta \), yielding \( \alpha \approx 39° \).

Our analysis uses the two coordinate systems seen in Fig. 2. One is attached to the dipole \((\theta_d, \varphi_d)\), and the other is attached to the measurement apparatus \((\theta_m, \varphi_m)\). The two systems are related by a rotation of \( \gamma \) in the plane of Fig. 2. The measurement coordinate \( \varphi_m \) is a rotation around the long axis of the bolometer, as shown in Fig. 1. The measurements of Ref. 4 were made as a function of \( \varphi_m \), for \( \theta_m = 0 \). Under these conditions, the coordinates are related by

\[
\theta_d = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{-\sin \varphi_m \sin \gamma}{\cos \varphi_m}\right),
\]

\[
\varphi_d = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\cos \varphi_m \cos \gamma}{\left[(\sin \varphi_m \sin \gamma)^2 + \cos^2 \varphi_m\right]^{1/2}}\right).
\]

The two orthogonal scans performed in Ref. 4 correspond to rotation angles of \( \gamma = \alpha \) and \( \gamma = \alpha + 90° \).

In addition to the coordinate rotation of Eqs. (5) and (6), we must project the antenna power pattern along the incident polarization vector used in Ref. 4. Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain expressions that are then multiplied by \( \cos^2 \gamma \). The resulting antenna patterns are plotted in Fig. 3 for \( \gamma = 41° \) and \( \gamma = 131° \) (which yield a slightly better fit to the Ref. 4 data than the predicted angles \( \gamma = 39° \) and \( \gamma = 129° \) as functions of \( \varphi_m \)). Plots are included both with and without convolution by \( \text{rect}(\varphi_m/30°) \), to highlight the additional angular information that would be available if collimated radiation were used in the measurement.
Figure 3 shows that the data of Ref. 4 can be explained quite accurately by our simple model. This dipole-on-dielectric modeling approach should be useful for infrared lithographic antennas in general, because all lithographic antenna designs depend on similar spatial-resonance requirements between the wavelength and the antenna structure. In addition, the refractive index of the dielectric through which the antennas are illuminated bounds the angular width of any antenna pattern (through Snell’s law) as shown by Fig. 2 and Eqs. (2) and (3).

The range of validity of this model should be explored by additional measurement of power reception patterns as functions of the in-plane rotation angle $\gamma$. Measurements should also be made with a quarter-wave plate and analyzer to determine more completely the antenna’s polarization state. If these measurements are made with collimated radiation, the resulting data should permit development of more-accurate antenna models.

The next logical steps in refinement of a model for the lithographic spiral antenna would be to use a vector sum of two dipoles spaced by $\lambda/\pi$ and then to use detailed surface-current distributions to calculate the antenna pattern resulting from a weighted sum of such dipole pairs.
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